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euNetworks Provides NDIX with Key Infrastructure  
 

 Partnership with regional Internet Exchange and Carrier  

 euNetworks strengthens existing relationship with the provision of  Dark Fibre and 

Ethernet Services 

 Supporting connectivity needs between the Netherlands and Germany and between sites in 

key cities 

 

London, UNITED KINGDOM; Amsterdam THE NETHERLANDS – 26 June 2013 –

euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: 5VT.SI), today announced its continued relationship 

with NDIX, the Dutch-German Internet Exchange. euNetworks has supported NDIX with 

its facilities based infrastructure services since 2012, with this multi-year deal extending 

the partnership, delivering Dark Fibre and Ethernet services.    

NDIX is a platform for broadband and IT services offering a digital marketplace, an 

Internet Exchange, a platform of broadband interconnections and ultimately, knowledge 

transfer. Its network comprises interlinked locations in the Netherlands and Germany 

which collectively serve as its marketplace. The new services provided by euNetworks 

support the increasing demand for high bandwidth data connection between their data 

centres and other key sites for NDIX and their end customers.  

“A reliable infrastructure is vital to NDIX, as we strive to serve our member’s and 

customer’s growing needs,” said Jeroen van de Lagemaat, Managing Director of NDIX. 

“euNetworks’ fibre network in Amsterdam and Ethernet service capability, provides the 

scalable network footprint and bandwidth we need to support our platforms. They 

continue to understand our growing connectivity requirements, and that of our 

customers.” 

“We are delighted to have expanded our relationship with NDIX,” said Uwe Nickl, Chief 

Marketing Officer of euNetworks. “We appreciate the importance of the infrastructure we 

are delivering to NDIX and how our service performance and reliability impacts both 

their network and their customers’. “We thank NDIX for their support of euNetworks and 

look forward to a growing partnership, enabling knowledge transfer in an increasingly 

connected world.”  

 

About euNetworks 

euNetworks Group Limited (SGX: 5VT:SI) is a unique bandwidth infrastructure provider, 

owning and operating 13 fibre based metropolitan networks across Europe connected 

with a high capacity intercity backbone covering 38 cities in 9 countries. The Company 

offers a portfolio of metropolitan and long haul services including Colocation, Dark Fibre, 

Metro Wavelengths, Wavelengths, Ethernet, and Internet. Enterprise and carrier 

customers benefit from euNetworks’ unique inventory of fibre and duct based assets that 

are tailored to fulfil their high bandwidth needs.  

euNetworks Group Limited is headquartered in London and publicly listed on the 

Singapore Stock Exchange. For further information please visit www.eunetworks.com. 

http://www.eunetworks.com/
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